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Abstract
Currently, learning physiological vital signs such as blood pressure (BP), hemoglobin levels, and oxygen saturation, from
Photoplethysmography (PPG) signal, is receiving more attention. Despite successive progress that has been made so far,
continuously revealing new aspects characterizes that field as a rich research topic. It includes a diverse number of critical
points represented in signal denoising, data cleaning, employed features, feature format, feature selection, feature domain,
model structure, problem formulation (regression or classification), and model combinations. It is worth noting that extensive
research efforts are devoted to utilizing different variants of machine learning and deep learning models while transfer
learning is not fully explored yet. So, in this paper, we are introducing a per-beat rPPG-to-BP mapping scheme based on
transfer learning. An interesting representation of a 1-D PPG signal as a 2-D image is proposed for enabling powerful off-the-
shelf image-based models through transfer learning. It resolves limitations about training data size due to strict data cleaning.
Also, it enhances model generalization by exploiting underlying excellent feature extraction. Moreover, non-uniform data
distribution (data skewness) is partially resolved by introducing logarithmic transformation. Furthermore, double cleaning is
applied for training contact PPG data and testing rPPG beats as well. The quality of the segmented beats is tested by checking
some of the related quality metrics. Hence, the prediction reliability is enhanced by excluding deformed beats. Varying rPPG
quality is relaxed by selecting beats during intervals of the highest signal strength. Based on the experimental results, the
proposed system outperforms the state-of-the-art systems in the sense of mean absolute error (MAE) and standard deviation
(STD). STD for the test data is decreased to 5.4782 and 3.8539 for SBP and DBP, respectively. Also, MAE decreased to
2.3453 and 1.6854 for SBP and DBP, respectively. Moreover, the results for BP estimation from real video reveal that the STD
reaches 8.027882 and 6.013052 for SBP and DBP, respectively. Also, MAE for the estimated BP from real videos reaches
7.052803 and 5.616028 for SBP and DBP, respectively.

Keywords Blood pressure · Remote photoplethysmography (rPPG) · Unobtrusive monitoring · Skin segmentation ·
Beat segmentation · ImageNet · 2D Beats

Abbreviations

Abbreviations Description
ABP Arterial Blood Pressure
AI Artificial Intelligence

BbB Beat-by-Beat
BI Beat Interval
BP Blood Pressure

CNN Convolutional neural network
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cPPG contact Photoplethysmography
CQI Beat Correlation Quality Index 5
DBP Diastolic Blood Pressure
DL Deep Learning

LIME Locally Interpretable Model Agnos-
tic Explanations

MAB Mean Arterial Blood Pressure
PPG Photoplethysmography
PPT Pulse Transit Time
PWV Pulse Wave Velocity
rPPG remote Photoplethysmography
ROI Region-Of-Interest
SBP Systolic Blood Pressure

SHAP SHapley Additive exPlanation
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SQI Beat Skewness Quality Index
XAI Explainable Artificial Intelligence

1 Introduction

Abnormal blood pressure (BP) is one of the most critical
biomarkers for cardiovascular diseases that are ranked as
the most common causes of death worldwide as reported by
the world health organization (WHO) [1]. BP measurement
can be classified into invasive and non-invasive methods.
The invasivemethod provides continuous arterial blood pres-
sure (ABP) monitoring needed for patients in the intensive
care unit (ICU) or under high-risk surgery. It is performed
via arterial cannulation by a trained operator. The invasive
method represents the gold standard of BP monitoring, how-
ever, it is difficult to measure in routine clinical practice
along with some pitfalls as addressed in [2]. On the other
hand, the conventional non-invasive methods can be clas-
sified according to 1) the monitoring rate as continuous or
intermittent, and, 2) triggering as automated or manual [3].
Traditional non-invasivemethods include auscultatory, oscil-
lometry, tonometry, and volume clamping techniques [4].
These techniques vary in reliability levels andusability. Some
of these techniques are not always suitable for babies and
elder people because the measurement includes inflation of
the cuff to a pressure above the systolic pressure. A proper
BP monitoring method should be selected according to the
patient’s case and the required monitoring rate. For example,
a simple cuff-based method can be used by the medical staff
as a routine test in clinics. However, a higher monitoring rate
(every five minutes at least) is required for patients under
anesthesia according to the recommendations of the Ameri-
can Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) [5] for checking the
functionality of the patient’s circulatory. Motivated by the
current trend of increased health awareness, the need arises
for ubiquitous sensing and monitoring of critical biomark-
ers continuously [6, 7]. Simple and continuous non-clinical
BP monitoring becomes highly desirable nowadays for lim-
iting the risk of cardiovascular diseases and hypertension.
It is not limited to just monitoring tasks, it is extended to
diagnosing and predicting the problems in advance [8]. Con-
sequently, considerable research efforts have been recently
conducted on finding comfortable and accurate means for
BP self-monitoring constantly in a non-clinical environment
[9, 10]. In this context, photoplethysmography (PPG) sig-
nal [11, 12] exhibits an essential role in the non-invasive
and continuous monitoring of many vital signs [13] such
as heart rate variability [14], respiration rate [15], blood
pressure [16, 17], electrocardiogram (ECG) reconstruction
[18–20], hemoglobin level [21], and oxygen saturation level
(SpO2) [22]. Motivated by PPG extraction simplicity, many
wearable devices [23–26] are introduced for predicting these

physiological vital signs from the PPG signal that represents
changes in the volume of the blood inside the arteries due
to heart pulsation. Fortunately, the corresponding changes in
blood volume can be inferred by regarding tiny changes in
skin color through the RGB camera [27–33]. That way refers
to the imaging PPG (iPPG) or remote-PPG (rPPG) technique
employed for providing contactless PPG extraction. The
wide availability of smartphones empowers rPPG-based vital
sign detection [34–41] without additional hardware. Based
on the extracted PPG/rPPG,many vital signs can be extracted
from the measured blood volume changes in skin vessels.
Thanks to publically available biomedical datasets [42–45],
machine/deep learning techniques [46] can be applied for
inferring the underlying relationship between the shape of
the PPG signal and other vital signs.

By turning on our main interest in BP estimation from
PPG/rPPG signal, extracting a clean facial rPPG signal (with an
accepted signal-to-noise ratio) is an extremely challenging
operation. That point has many problematic details [47–50]
such as light variation, motion artifacts, camera grade, video
coding, surrounding interference, and heart rate modulation by
respiration rate. So, many researchers are working on rPPG-
based BP estimation from different perspectives. Despite
hundreds of related papers [46, 51] and emerging benchmark
reporting about rPPG extraction and deep/machine learning-
based BP prediction [52–54], uncovering new features is a
non-stopping operation [55–57]. Also, it hasmany issues and
challenges [58]. Many researchers strike the problem from
different perspectives including signal de-noising, defining
the region of interest (ROI), data cleaning, feature selection,
feature combinations, feature domain, feature format, model
selection, and model personalization. So, the research topic
has a big picture with increasing sides. In this paper, we are
interested in resolving some problems related to the nature
of the training data (data shortage after strict cleaning and
non-uniform labeling distribution) and the reduced quality
of the extracted rPPG signal. Section 2 gives a fast litera-
ture review for both rPPG extraction and learning models.
We have emphasized our main interest which is related to
transfer learning. Section 3, the addressed challenges and the
introduced contribution is provided in detail. Section 4 intro-
duces a detailed description of our proposed system including
video/signal processing, training, and testing stages. Exper-
imental results are demonstrated in Section 5 based on both
contact PPG and real videos. Finally, Section 6 presents the
conclusion of this work.

2 Literature review

The literature review can be divided essentially into twomain
parts including rPPG extraction and PPG-BP training mod-
els.
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2.1 Camera-based rPPG extraction overview

As reported, the PPG signal can be estimated remotely from
a facial video stream [28, 30, 31, 54]. The tiny light varia-
tion of the illuminated facial skin is captured by the RGB
or infrared camera [30, 59] where the reflected light is mod-
ulated by the changing amount of red blood cells in skin
vessels due to cardiovascular pulsation. Both PPG and rPPG
signals carry similar information. However, extracting rPPG
is amore challenging task than contact PPG extraction. There
are many sources of noise and interference [49, 50] such
as illumination instability [47], low light environment [60],
subject motion, and small head vibration [40, 48]. Also,
the employed video coding (compression) has an essential
impact on rPPG quality [61]. Aggressive compression may
destroy the signal signature completely.While uncompressed
video preserves most of the signal features, it suffers from
the need for hugememory. Furthermore, there are many vari-
ations in the camera grade and capture settings [62, 63]. For
example, expensive cameras and special capturing settings
are reported [64] for providing higher signal quality. On the
other hand, rPPG extraction is more convenient than con-
tact PPG because it is contactless and easy to use without
special devices where the cameras are essentially available
on smartphones. Therefore, many researchers emphasize the
consumer-level camera grade [65, 66] or smartphone cam-
era [34, 35, 39, 40] for allowing cost-effective vital sign
solutions. Furthermore, the camera-based approach helps in
monitoring the BPmany times andmay be continuously used
without side effects or pain. The rPPG extracting involves
more sophisticated image and signal processing stages [54].
The successive processing stages can be explained as follow:

• Face detection and tracking: For ensuring proper signal
extraction, the face should be detected and tracked con-
tinuously through the video frames.

• Regions of interest (ROI) detection: Some ROI exhibits
higher SNR levels. Hence, it can be localized for provid-
ing enhanced signal strength.

• Skin segmentation: Moreover, skin segmentation can be
applied to catch skin pixels only without any background
pixels [67, 68].

• 1-D signal conversion: The video sequence is converted
into a 1-D signal by averaging the intensity levels of the
whole frame pixels or the localized pixels in the intended
ROI [69]. So, we have three independent vectors arising
fromRGBchannels.Among theRGBchannels, the green
channel is preferred because it conveys the highest signal
power [28, 50, 54].

• Filtering and de-noising: To that end, the green channel
signal is just raw data that needs further filtering and

denoising. Many filtering approaches are introduced [28,
65], however, rPPG denoising remains an essential open
problem [70].

• Beat segmentation: The rPPG signal is divided into pul-
sating beats [71–74].

• BP prediction Model: The filtered rPPG signal is fed to
the trainedmodel in beat or signal level. The input should
be normalized in the amplitude. The length should be
resized into a fixed number of samples.

2.2 Training/non-trainingmodels

By turning on our main interest in BP estimation from
PPG/rPPG signal, an interesting classification of the applied
training approaches can be found in [53] where the related
work is divided into parameterized methods, and data-driven
models that include bothmachine learning features, and deep
learning (end-to-end prediction).

1) Parameterized methods: The parameterized methods
involve pulse arrival time (PAT) and pulse transit time (PTT).
The PTT represents the pulse traveling time between two
arterial sites [75, 76]. It needs monitoring PPG signals from
two different sensors located at a known distance. So it is
not preferred compared to single sensor methods. On the
other hand, PAT is related to a certain time shift between
PPG and ECG signals [77]. However, it needs to extract the
ECG signal besides the PPG signal. Using two kinds of sig-
nals, ECG and PPG signals, in this method represents a weak
point. Moreover, the usually used Medical Information Mart
for Intensive Care (MIMIC) dataset does not guarantee syn-
chronization between acquired PPG and ECG signals [78].

2)Data-drivenmethods: Although the employed dataset
is common and most of the employed models are already
known, there are an increasing number of learning-based
papers concerning blood pressure estimation from PPG sig-
nals because there is a diverse number of critical points
represented in data cleaning, employed features, feature
format, feature selection, feature domain, model structure,
problem formulation (regression or classification) andmodel
combinations. Hence, it becomes necessary to provide gen-
eral guidelines for a fair assessment of any claimed results
[56]. There are many excellent comprehensive surveys [51,
79] regarding bothmachine learning and deep learning-based
BP estimation. So, in this section, we provide only some
examples of these methods. It is worth noting that almost all
the related work exploits machine learning and deep learning
approaches while very limited publications utilize a transfer
learning approach that represents our main interest.

A. Machine learning and deep learning: The main
advantage of a data-driven approach resides in relying on
a single PPG signal without the need for additional signals.
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For example, only morphological PPG shape is employed
for extracting some training features such as relative ampli-
tudes/intervals between certain points on the beat [80–82].
Furthermore, spectral features can be combined with tempo-
ral features for predicting BP [83–85]. The impact of data
cleaning is highlighted in [86, 87]. The problem may be for-
mulated as a regression or classification problem [88]. BP
classification can be simply divided into three classes [16,
85] namely, normotensive (NT), prehypertensive (PHT), and
hypertensive (HT). Regression may be proceeded by classi-
fication of PPG beats for enhancing BP estimation accuracy
[89]. Deep neural networks can be used for learning latent
features [90–92]. The network depth was studied also [93].
Complete ABP signal may be mapped from the correspond-
ing PPG signal through signal level transformation [94, 95].
Then,ABPhas been eventually used to provide systolic blood
pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) by find-
ing the maximum and minimum values of the ABP signal,
respectively. However, any signal quality degradation for a
small interval may degrade the prediction accuracy. Hence, it
is recommended to work on a beat-bases where the distorted
beats can be neglected. Other than PPG-ABP signal transla-
tion, simple systolic and diastolic BP prediction is sufficient
in most cases. In [96], federated Learning is employed for
enabling distributed learning of ABP time series from PPG
time series. Although it has a very low mean absolute error,
the standard deviation is relatively high.

B. Transfer learning: In transfer learning, the first lay-
ers provide general (not limited to specific datasets) feature
learning where the neural network was trained on a huge
dataset such as ImageNet dataset containing natural images.
The learned feature capability can be extended to our target
dataset by fine-tuning the last layer [97]. Hence, it improves
learning performance on relatively small datasets. However,
the main differences reside in transfer purposes and finding
an efficient representative way for mapping a 1-D PPG sig-
nal into a 2-D image. Despite the huge amount of research
efforts devoted to deep learning-based BP estimation, there
are a very limited number of publications at that point. For
instance, the 1-D PPG signal is converted into a 2-D image
through the transform domain (spectrogram and scalogram)
for providing fine-tuning of ResNet-18 [98]. In [99], the vis-
ibility graph is used for creating corresponding 2-D images.
Then, the pre-trained deep convolutional network (CNN) is
exploited for feature extraction in the first layers. Other than
2-D transfer learning, the 1-D pre-trained for one patient
may be transferred to another patient by utilizing learned
parameters in the first layers. Hence, avoiding learning from
scratch and improving model generalization [100] between
similarly clustered signals. Also, generally trained models
can be personalized by exploiting performed training on the
whole PPG-BP dataset to be tuned on the intended subject
[101]. This reduces the number of required samples for new

subject personalization and improves learning performance
[102].On the other hand, performed classification and regres-
sion may be refined by giving a higher impact on some of the
strongly related features [103].

3 Challenges and contributions

Based on the foregoing, there is a growing interest in
camera-based BP estimation from research and industrial
perspectives. However, there are still many challenges. In
this paper, we shed light on some of these challenges and
propose some recommended solutions as follows:

3.1 Challenges and limitations

1) Reduced amount of data after cleaning: Even though
contact PPG is regarded as more reliable than remotely
extracted PPG, a huge amount of contact PPG is suscep-
tible to many sources of interference and distortion. For
ensuring well-trained deep learning models, the learning
dataset should be strictly cleaned by dropping outliers and
noisy/deformed signals. Different quality assessment strate-
gies are applied along with proper thresholds for excluding
unaccepted signals/beats [104–110]. However, strict clean-
ing reduces the training data severely. For example, the work
presented in [83] applies strict cleaning on MIMIC III data
[43] which leads to reducing valid data from 30000 patient
records down to 510 records only. Consequently, the amount
of evidently cleaned data is reduced significantly It demands
10 min long record at least with high SNR quality.

2) The reduced rPPG extraction quality: The extracted
rPPG signal (corresponding to the tiny variations of blood
volume in the facial skin tissue) has a very low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and changes over time. There are many sources
of noise and interference (video compression, motion, and
light variation). So, the extraction quality varies from beat to
beat. BP estimation based on the distorted signal increases
prediction errors. It is predicted that camera-based remote
PPG is more challenging and highly susceptible to interfer-
ence and distortion.

3) Skewed data histogram: The BP labeling range is
not covered equally by the available CPPG data. The high-
pressure range has a lower representation than other BP
ranges. The BP distribution is skewed. It introduces some
biasing or a preferred prediction range.

4) Learning schemes: Extensive research efforts are
devoted to utilizing either deep learning or machine learning
[46, 51] for training models. However, despite the availabil-
ity of well-known off-the-shelf image-based models, there
is very limited work on exploiting transfer learning in BP
prediction from rPPG/CPPG signals. Most of that work was
limited mainly to personalizing [100] the generalized trained
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models without exploiting its impact on providing more gen-
eralized models.

3.2 Contributions

The main contributions of this work can be summarized in
the following:

• Smart per-beat cPPG cleaning: Long PPG records may
exhibit low SNR due to the deformation of some indi-
vidual beats or during short intervals. Hence, the whole
record may be regarded as noisy and dropped from
training operations. Other than long-stream PPG clean-
ing/training [83, 94, 95] for PPG signal-to-ABP signal
transformation, we follow smart double cleaning [87]
where the coarse cleaning is applied on the signal level
first, then, fine cleaning is applied on the beat level.
Hence, deformed beats can be dropped individually with-
out losing the whole record.

• Per-beat rPPG selection: Many denoising schemes are
introduced [28, 65, 111–113], however, providing long
streams of high-quality rPPG signals still remains a chal-
lenging task. While it is difficult to extract long stream
rPPG signal with high quality, it is more proper to select
non-deformed beats during high SNR intervals. Hence,
instead of complete signal prediction as in [94], we
provide a per-beat BP estimation approach where the
extracted rPPG is segmented into beats and the deformed
beats are excluded from the BP prediction stage based
on some quality measures of the rPPG/PPG signals. The
intervals of low rPPG quality can be ignored while the
estimation decision is built on more trusted beats dur-
ing the best instances. Also, aside from PPG/ABP signal
prediction, per-beat BP monitoring introduces a trusted
high monitoring rate where individually catching non-

distorted beats is more probable than catching complete
regular long segments (multiple beats in a successive
stream). There are no single selection criteria for qual-
ity estimation. So, we propose to utilize some successive
selection rules for selecting optimal beats for BP estima-
tion.

• Logarithmic labeling: For partially resolving data skew-
ness, the real BP labeling (systolic and diastolic) is
transformed into a new range of labeling through log-
arithmic labeling. It will be demonstrated that the results
of the logarithmic labeling outperform the results of the
original labeling.

• Transfer learning Review: As it is our main interest, we
introduce a detailed review of the applied transfer learn-
ing for BP estimation from PPG signal.

• Beat-to-image enabled Transfer Learning: For alleviat-
ing the drop in the amount of data after data cleaning and
enhancing model generalization with limited data, we
rely on transfer learning. The image-based pre-trained
deep learning networks are exploited as a starting point
for the PPG-BP training task. The 1-D beat is converted
into a 2-D image where the temporal amplitude adapts
to the intensity of the pixels. PPG morphology and beat
interval are preserved in the created image. furthermore,
five deep learning networks are tested includingAlexNet,
Resnet101, VGG16, MobileNet, and DenseNet. We note
that the Resnet101 network outperforms other tested net-
works.

• The 2-D training is compared to the 1-D training.

4 Proposed blood pressuremonitoring

As shown in Fig. 1, the overall camera-based BP assessment
system is explained. It depends on the detection of remote

Fig. 1 Proposed camera-based BP assessment system
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rPPG signalwhich is eventually used to estimateBP. The pro-
posed system consists of four steps. In the first step, the raw
data are extracted from the video stream after a facial skin
segmentation. Then, the raw data undergoes pre-processing
operations including multi-band filtering for denoising the
rPPG signal. Then, the rPPG signal is segmented into beats
where the beat selection scheme is applied to reject the dis-
torted beats. Selected beats are therefore converted into 2D
images. The beat intervals are implicitly included together
with the rPPG beats in the 2D images. In the last step,
the selected beats are used for BP prediction utilizing deep
learning networks. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the
suggested system. Details of the proposed system will be
described in the following subsections. Specifically, the pro-
posed system consists of two phases; namely, the learning
phase and the testing/prediction phase.

4.1 Learning phase

4.1.1 Dataset

Although we are introducing a deep-learningmodel for map-
ping the rPPG signal (video-based) to BP, it is common to use
the contact PPG (CPPG) dataset for the learning phase for
the following reasons: 1) Compared to CPPG, the available
video-based rPPG dataset is too small [114–116]; 2) rPPG
has many different capturing settings (illumination and cam-
era grade); 3)The rPPG ismuch noisy than the corresponding

contact PPG, 4) Both rPPG and contact PPG share the same
characteristics; 5) There is a huge amount of contact dataset
along ground-truth values [42–45, 86, 117–119]. Generally,
available data sets cannot be utilized directly [120]. Exten-
sive pre-processing/cleaning is needed before any practical
usage. However, the MIMIC dataset represents the largest
available dataset. There are many versions ofMIMIC such as
MIMIC-I,MINIC-II, andMIMIC-III [42, 43, 45].Newer ver-
sions include more subject measurements and some updates
of data structures [121]. In this paper, we prefer to operate on
MIMIC-II. While the MIMIC dataset represents the univer-
sal common source of the dataset for almost all the related
work, the essential difference resides in the applied cleaning
strategy [86, 117]. However, we follow our cleaned version
[87].

In the learning phase, the dataset passes through the fol-
lowing processing steps.

4.1.2 PPG cleaning

The data contains many distorted signals that should be
excluded before any training. The original MIMIC II dataset
contains independent records with different lengths. The cor-
responding PPG and ABP signals are segmented into lower
intervals for proper processing. Successive cleaning met-
rics can be applied for excluding improper signals [87]. The
cleaning is performed at the signal level and the beat level
as well. At the signal level, the spectral construction of both

Fig. 2 The block diagram of the
proposed system (training and
testing stages
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signals is determined. Clear signals exhibit high similarity in
the frequency domain because they arise from the same pul-
sating source (heart). Based on the signal periodicity, both
signals should agree on the fundamental frequency (heart
rate) and the related harmonics. Heart rate mismatching rep-
resents a strong sign of noisy signals. Also, detecting heart
rate out of our physiological limits is another sign of noisy
and distorted signals. Based on the known spectral shape and
periodicity of PPG/ABP signals, signal power spectral den-
sity is concentrated around the fundamental frequency and its
harmonics with a very narrow bandwidth (about 0.2 Hz). So,
another metric can be tested by checking the spectral con-
centration through the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of both
PPG and ABP signals which can be determined as the ratio
of the power of the interesting signal (around fundamental
and harmonics) to the power of the out-band representing the
noisy component:

QSN R =
∫ f0+� f
f0−� f P̂ f d f + ∫ 2 f0+� f

2 f0−� f P̂ f d f + ∫ 3 f0+� f
3 f0−� f P̂ f d f

∫
�
P̂ f d f − [ ∫ f0+� f

f0−� f P̂ f d f + ∫ 2 f0+� f
2 f0−� f P̂ f d f + ∫ 3 f0+� f

3 f0−� f P̂ f d f
]

(1)

Where P̂ f represents spectral power density measured
over the cardiac band and� = [0.8 - 5]Hz. The signals with
SNR lower than a certain threshold are dropped out. Also,
physiological limits are applied to the BP maximum value
(Systolic BP) and minimum values (Diastolic BP). ABP sig-
nals having out-of-range BP are excluded too.

4.1.3 Signal filtering

The cleaned PPG signals are passed through two stages filter-
ing process. In the first filter, the signals are passed through
a bandpass filter in the cardiac frequencies [0.7 Hz - 5 Hz]
to find the fundamental frequency. Usually, the fundamen-
tal frequency approximates the main signal periodicity and
provides the average beat length. Based on the estimated fun-
damental frequency, the filtered signals are passed through
a selective filter tuned at the fundamental frequency and its
first harmonics for sharply identifying the beat intervals [38].

4.1.4 Beat segmentation

The filtered signal is segmented into beats to deal with each
beat individually. The signals are segmented based on the
detection of local minimum locations.

4.1.5 Per-beat data cleaning

The beat level represents the second cleaning level. Some
cleaningmetrics are applied successively on each beat. Based
on the general distinct shape of PPGpatterns, valid beats only

are maintained (selected) for training or testing stages. These
metrics are beat intervals, skewness value, and correlation
with the fundamental PCA component. Figure 3 provides an
example of beat selection based on these metrics.

Beat interval (BI): Noisy signal incurs some errors in
beat segmentation. So, we have improper beat length where
the standard range of the heart rate is [40 bpm - 180 bpm]
which corresponds to beat interval in the range [0.33 − 1.5]
second. Therefore, we use only beats with beat intervals in
the range 0.33 ≤ BI ≤ 1.5. Also, we exclude beats with
intervals too longer/shorter than the mean beat interval of
successive beats.

Beat skewness quality index (SQI): Based on our obser-
vations, the normal (undisturbed) beats have a positively
skewed shape. Also, it can be called the right-skewed beat. A
tail is referred to as the tapering of the curve differently from
the data points on the other side of the given beat is shifted
to the right and with its tail on the left side, it is a negatively
skewed beat. It is also called a left-skewed distribution. SQI
can be calculated as

SQI =
∑N

i=1(Yi − Ỹ )3/N

S3
(2)

Where Ỹ is the mean, S is the standard deviation, and N is
the number of beat’s points

Beat correlation quality index (CQI): The segmented
beats represent a new dataset that can be exploited for gen-
erating the essential building block of any beat through its
first PCA component. Hence, the correlation with the funda-
mental PCA component can help for further beat cleaning by
excluding beats that showpoor correlation. However, the cor-
relation should be not strictly specified. It is used to ensure
the rejection of highly deviated beats only. At least, beats
should have CQI > 0.3.

4.1.6 Beats normalization and resizing

The PPG signals are normalized in the amplitude to be in the
range [0-1] by using the following equation.

Sn = S − min(S)

max(S) − min(S)
, (3)

where Sn is the normalized signal and S is the un-normalized
signal. The time interval is used implicitly as a feature besides
the normalized PPG beats. The normalized beats are then
normalized in time so as to be with fixed length (120) with
PPG data representing BI × 120

1.5 from the fixed length (120).
The rest of the 120 samples are filled with zeros.
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Fig. 3 Example of Valid/Invalid beats for training/prediction phase(a) Time Interval metric. (b) Skewness quality index. (c) Correlation quality
index

4.1.7 Deep learningmodel training

For utilizing the pretrained image-based DL models such as
ResNet101, VGG16, MobileNet, DenseNet, and AlexNet,
segmented and selected beats are mapped into a 2-D image
by varying the pixel intensity according to the beat amplitude
as shown in Fig. 4. As the architectures of these networks are
well known, an example of the network adaptation with our
input is shown in Fig. 5 which is the ResNet101 architec-

ture. From this figure, we can see that the applied network is
made up of the feature extractor part and the regressor. The
feature extractor consists of one convolution receptive size of
7x7 and a max pooling step followed by 4 blocks of similar
behavior. Each of the blocks follows the same pattern. They
perform 1x1 convolution followed by 3x3 convolution and
another 1x1 convolution with a fixed feature map dimension
[64,128,256,512] respectively. Furthermore, thewidthWand
height H dimensions remain constant during the entire block.
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Fig. 4 1D Beat-to- 2D image mapping

The feature extractor is followed by two fully connected lay-
ers of the regressor with a flattening layer in between. The
first one has 1000 neurons and the last fully connected layer
serves as the output layer and has only one neuron to estimate
the blood pressure value. In all the tested networks, the mean
square error is utilized as a loss function in this network. For
optimization, the ADAMoptimizer is applied with a learning
rate of 1e-4. The networks are trained on 200 Epochs with a
patch size of 20 images. Two scenarios are used with these
networks. In the first scenario, we use normalized SBP and
DBP values as labels for the networks. In the second sce-
nario, we use normalized logarithmic SBP and logarithmic
DBP values as labels for the networks to avoid distribution
skewness.

4.2 Prediction phase

The input to this phase is the video stream. In this phase, the
video stream passes through the following steps:

4.2.1 Video analysis (face detection, tracking, and skin
segmentation)

Deep learning networks are trained to detect and track the
face and then a skin segmentation is applied. Face detec-
tion is considered a necessary first step for all facial analysis
algorithms, including camera-basedBPmeasuring.Recently,
with the great success of deep learning in computer vision
tasks, numerous deep learning-based detection algorithms

Fig. 5 Architecture of ResNet101
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have been proposed such as MTCNN [122], Faster-RCNN
[123], SSD [124], and YOLO [125]. Since measuring blood
pressure by digital camera images requires speed and accu-
racy in extracting faces from the input images, in this work,
we built our face detection algorithm based on YOLO v5
which has significant improvements compared to its prede-
cessor versions. The face-tracking algorithm comes after the
detection step to save time and computational complexity
instead of running the face detection model on each frame
from a digital video. Therefore, the high-speed and accurate
KCF tracking algorithm [126] is used. On the other hand, the
main target of the skin segmentation process is selecting the
region of interest (ROI) within the detected face that contains
pixels providing the raw RGB signal. Indeed, it is a critical
process where the ROI must include as many skin pixels as
likely formore accurate raw signal extraction. Hence a robust
segmentation algorithm is needed. Several deep learning-
based semantic segmentation models have been proposed
that can be adapted for the skin segmentation task. In this
work, SegNet Network [127] which is well-known for its
high-performance deep learning-based segmentation model
is employed. To improve the segmentation efficiency, unlike
the original architecture proposed in [127] which consists
of an encoder network that utilizes the VGG network [128]
as a feature extractor and a decoder network followed by
a pixel-wise classification layer, we replaced the VGG net-
work on the encoder path with ResNet [129] as a backbone
feature extractor for taking advantage of its powerful repre-
sentational ability. We conducted the ablation study of the
modified SegNet model to gain deep insight into the effects
caused by replacing the VGG encoder network with the
ResNet encoder network.

4.2.2 Raw signal extraction

The average intensity of the skin pixels for each segmented
frame is computed to produce a one-dimensional signal. This
signal is a raw signal which needs further spectrum analysis
and filtration to be ready for the rPPG estimation step.

4.2.3 rPPG filtering and beat segmentation

The raw signal extracted from the previous step is filtered
using two consecutive filters. The first filter is the bandpass
filter with a pass band of [0.7 - 5] Hz. The second filter is
the selective filter tuned at the fundamental frequency and its
first harmonics. The fundamental frequency is estimated as
the frequency that has the highest power [38].

4.2.4 Best beats selection (rPPG cleaning)

Not all segmented beats are valid for BP prediction. There-
fore, the same PPG dataset cleaning metrics in the learning

phase (described in Section 4.1) are also employed in the
testing phase for valid rPPG beats selection (invalid beats
rejection).

4.2.5 Beats normalization and resizing

Selected rPPG beats are normalized to be in the range [0 - 1]
and resized. Like the process done in the learning phase, the
time interval is used implicitly as a feature besides the nor-
malized beats. The normalized beats are then normalized in
time to be with the fixed length (120) samples where the beat
spans on BI×120/1.5 samples. The rest of the 120 samples
are filled with zeros.

4.2.6 DL-Based BP reconstruction from rPPG estimated
signals

The estimated rPPG signal is segmented into beats and the
time interval is recorded. Beat selection is applied to the seg-
mented rPPG beats and then these beats are normalized. The
normalized selected beats are used along with the beat inter-
vals for BP prediction using the trained network described in
Subsection 4.1.7.

5 Experimental results

The five trained models are evaluated based on the contact
PPG dataset and real videos. Also, the performance is evalu-
ated under the original labeling and the logarithmic labeling.

5.1 Segmentation results

We performed an ablation study on the modified SegNet
model to gain a thorough understanding of the effects of
replacing theVGGencoder networkwith theResNet encoder
network. The segmentation results for the skin dataset pro-
posed on [130] shown in Table 1 show that the modification
significantly improved the segmentation in terms of accuracy
metric by 6% and pixel-level dice coefficient metric by 8%.

Table 1 Evaluation of SegNet skin segmentation model with VGG and
ResNet encoders

Model Accuracy Dice coefficient

SegNet (VGG encoder) 91.50 % 87.24 %

SegNet (ResNet encoder) 97.02% 95.43%
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5.2 Contact dataset and the logarithmic
transformation

Thanks to thePhysionet’sMIMIC II dataset (Multi-parameter
Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care) [42–45] that pro-
vides joint PPG-ABP data needed for feeding the learning
models. A compiled version of that dataset is introduced
by [117] where it has a better presentation. However, by
inspecting that dataset, it still has a considerable amount of
defective PPG and ABP signals. That dataset represents our
main material that will be utilized for providing a jointly
cleaned PPG-ABP dataset for feeding deep learning-based

BP estimation models. That dataset contains 12,000 records
of different lengths. Each record includesABP (invasive arte-
rial blood pressure (mmHg)), PPG (photoplethysmograph
from fingertip), and ECG (electrocardiogram from channel
II) signals sampled at Fs=125 samples/sec. However, we are
interested only in the PPG signal and corresponding ABP as
a label. For proper handling and filtering, records are seg-
mented into sections of 1000 samples in length. So, we have
30,660 records. These signals are segmented into 309860
beats. Data cleaning results in 140538 beats.

The distributions of the SBP and DBP of the data are
shown in Fig. 6, based on logarithmic and original labeling.

Fig. 6 Logarithmic labeling versus original labeling distribution (a) SBP Distribution. (b) DBP Distribution
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It is clear that the logarithmic labeling shifts the distribution
partially to the higher range.

5.2.1 BP estimation from cPPG signals

The dataset was split into training, validation, and test sets
on a beat basis to prevent contamination of the validation and
test set by training data. We used 130690 beats for training
and 9848 beats for validation and testing. Input pipelines and
NNs were implemented using TensorFlow 2.4 and Python
3.9 was used for training (Adam optimizer, α = 0.001, MSE
loss, 200 epochs). We used the models with the lowest MAE
on the validation set for further testing.

We used the MAE and standard deviation metrics to
assess the performance of all methods. Different networks
are implemented and tested for each SBP and DBP estima-
tion. The prediction errors for the test dataset are determined.

Table 2 shows the evaluation results of different DL
networks; including AlexNet [90, 131], ResNet [90, 129],
Slapničar [83, 90] and Mean Regression [132] in com-
parison with the proposed system with five different NNs
adopted including ResNet, VGG16, AlexNet, DenseNet and
MobileNet. The evaluation is based on the standard devia-
tions and the mean absolute errors for each of the SBP errors
and DBP errors. Also, Table 2 summarises the method and
the main idea of each system as well. From Table 2, it can
be recognized that using the proposed system including pre-
processing and network trainingwith 2D images outperforms
the state-of-the-art systems; AlexNet, ResNet, Slapničar, and
Mean Regression in the sense of MAE and errors’ standard
deviation. The enhancement of the proposed system is due
to four forks which are:

• Enhancement in the ROI selection by using accurate skin
segmentation.

• Signal segmentation into beats that gives the flexibility
to reject individual beats.

• Data cleaning before training that is by rejecting invalid
signals and invalid beats.

• Beat-by-beat training alongwith beat interval embedding
implicitly

5.2.2 Effect of using logarithmic labels on learning

Logarithmic transform is a useful pre-processing technique,
especially for skewed distributions. Log-transformation is
used when the data is highly skewed. It makes the distribu-
tions more aligned towards the normal distribution curve for
better learning and thus prediction. The Log transformation
method can significantly improve accuracy [133]. Logarith-
mic transforms can help convert skewed distributions into
more normal distributions. Logarithmic transformation com-
presses large values closer to smaller values, reducing the
range of values. This can help algorithms handle features that
vary a lot in scale. Improves gradient descent convergence.
By reducing large values, logarithmic transforms can speed
up the convergence of gradient descent algorithms used in
training. The gradients don’t change as drastically with each
update.

Table 3 shows a comparison between using SBP and DBP
values as labels andusing logarithmicSBPandDBPas labels.
From this table, it can be shown that using logarithmic labels
with resNet101 gives better results compared to using BP
values as labels in the case ofDBP.This is because using loga-
rithmic labels overcomes the distribution skewness that exists

Table 2 Evaluation results of the DL Networks

DL-Net STD (SBP) Mean (SBP) STD (DBP) Mean (DBP) Data Used Method Used

AlexNet [90, 131] 9.11 15.20 4.92 8.52 MIMIC III Using AlexNet, PPG time series as
inputs

ResNet [90, 129] 12.61 12.51 9.84 8.3 MIMIC III Using ResNet, PPG time series as
inputs

Slapničar [83, 90] 10.12 13.56 5.02 8.5 MIMIC III Temporal and frequency features of
PPG,PPG’ andPPG”, deep learning
(spectro-temporal ResNet)

Mean Regression [132] 10.4 13.9 5.0 8.5 MIMIC III Use ML regression

2D VGG16 with proposed system 5.8285 2.7155 4.1021 1.9400 MIMIC II Using 2D VGG16, PPG and BI

2D AlexNet with proposed system 6.5727 3.8795 4.3613 2.3584 MIMIC II Using 2D AlexNet with Logarith-
mic labels, PPG and BI

2D DenseNet with proposed system 6.8502 4.0735 4.6267 2.6067 MIMIC II Using 2D DenseNet with Logarith-
mic labels, PPG and BI

2D MobileNet with proposed system 8.3671 5.3786 5.1208 3.1796 MIMIC II Using 2DMobileNetwith Logarith-
mic labels, PPG and BI

2D ResNet with proposed system 5.4782 2.3453 3.8539 1.6854 MIMIC II Using 2D ResNet101 with Loga-
rithmic labels, PPG and BI
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Table 3 The effect of using the
logarithmic labels on two
different DL networks

DL-Net STD (SBP) Mean (SBP) STD (DBP) Mean (DBP)

2D VGG16 without logarithmic 5.57 2.62 4.02 2.05

2D VGG16 with logarithmic 5.8285 2.7155 4.0121 1.9400

2D Resnet101 without logarithmic 5.44 2.36 3.90 1.80

2D Resnet101 with logarithmic 5.4782 2.3453 3.8539 1.6854

in the DBP data. However, using logarithmic SBP labels has
a very small effect on the prediction results as the SBP distri-
bution is not skewed. To evaluate the predicted SBP andDBP,
Bland-Altman [134] plots are used. Bland-Altman plots are

extensively used to evaluate the agreement among predicted
and ground truth values for SBP and DBP. Bland-Altman
plots allow the identification of any systematic difference
between the measurements or possible outliers. Figures 7

Fig. 7 (a) The Bland-Altman plot for the estimated DBP values from
cPPG using ResNet101-based 2D beat-by-beat network: (left) correla-
tionbetween the estimatedDBPand the ground truthDBPvalues, (right)
the DBP error vs. the mean DBP error. (b) The Bland-Altman plot for

the estimated DBP values from cPPG using ResNet101-based 2D beat-
by-beat network with logarithmic labels: (left) correlation between the
estimated DBP and the ground truth DBP values, (right) the DBP error
vs. the mean DBP error
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Fig. 8 (a) The Bland-Altman plot for the estimated SBP values from
CPPG using ResNet101-based 2D beat-by-beat network: (left) correla-
tion between the estimated SBP and the ground truth SBP values, (right)
the SBP error vs. the mean SBP error. (b) The Bland-Altman plot for

the estimated SBP values from CPPG using ResNet101-based 2D beat-
by-beat network with logarithmic labels: (left) correlation between the
estimated SBP and the ground truth SBP values, (right) the SBP error
vs. the mean SBP error

and 8 show the Bland-Altman plots for DBP and SBP using
the ResNet101 network. From these figures, we can recog-
nize the high correlation between the estimated DBP/SBP
and the corresponding ground truth.

The main goal of using a logarithmic transformation is to
modify the skewed data to becomemore suitable for analysis.
Since the diastolic data is clearly skewed as shown in Fig. 6b,
logarithmic transformation is more effective in case of dias-
tolic data compared to systolic data as depicted in Table 3.
The slight effect of logarithmic transformation in case of sys-
tolic is due to slight skewness in the original data. However,
the skewness in diastolic data is higher, therefore the loga-
rithmic transformation modifies the skewness and thus the

mean absolute error is decreased by using the logarithmic
transformation.

To ensure that the accuracy improvement is due to the log-
arithmic transformation, not training variability, all evaluated

Table 4 Correlation coefficients for different DL Networks

DL-Net CC (SBP) CC (DBP)

2D VGG16 0.9381 0.9539

2D Resnet101 0.9434 0.9644

2D VGG16 with logarithmic 0.938 0.9644

2D Resnet101 with logarithmic 0.9487 0.9644
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Table 5 Evaluation results of
the DL Networks with cPPG
data

DL-Net SBP DBP
STD Mean STD Mean

Proposed BbB-based CNN 13.8582 10.1383 7.7160 5.4848

Signal-based [94] 21.3832 17.5138 10.1268 7.4355

models were trained and evaluated under the same training
conditions. To achieve this, employing pretrained models for
the training process in both scenarios (without/with loga-
rithmic transformation) guarantees consistent initial weights
and eliminates randomness as a factor. Moreover, we used
the same train-test dataset for all models, the same loss
function, optimizer, and hyperparameters- including learn-
ing rate, number of epochs, and patch size. This meticulous
approach helps eliminate variations in the training process,
ensuring a fair and reliable comparison of the effects of the
logarithmic transformation on accuracy improvementswhich
is consistent with the conclusion reported by the authors in
[133].

The correlation coefficients (CC) between the predicted
and the ground truth values are tabulated in Table 4. This
table confirms the results of the Bland-Altman figure that
using logarithmic labels increases the correlation between
the predicted and ground truth values and that ResNet101
results in a higher correlation than VGG16 networks.

5.2.3 Effect of per beat learning

Table 5 shows the evaluation results of the two approaches;
the signal-based DL approach and the beat-by-beat DL
approach. The evaluation is based on the standard deviation
and the mean absolute error for each of the SBP errors and
DBP errors. From this table, it can be shown that the pro-
posed approach achieves an enhancement in terms of MAE
of 7.36 and 1.95 for SBP and DBP, respectively. Also, in
terms of standard deviation, the proposed approach achieves
enhancements of 7.5 and 2.41 for SBP and DBP, respec-
tively. The enhancement of the proposed approach is due to
two reasons; the first is that the training is based on beat-
by-beat and thus data cleaning in beat level is more accurate
and invalid beats are rejected rather than rejecting the whole

signal. Also, because beat-by-beat prediction allows for the
rejection of invalid beats, the predicted BP that corresponds
to the valid beats is averaged. The second is that the signal-
based approach is based on the estimation of the ABP signal
from the PPG signal, and then the SBP is calculated as the
maximum value of the predicted ABP and the DBP is the
minimum value of the predicted ABP. The calculation of the
maximum andminimum values over the whole signal, which
may contain invalid beats, leads to inaccurate values.

5.3 2D-DL network versus 1D-DL network

As mentioned in Section 4.1.7, 1D beats are converted to 2D
images to get the benefits of using pre-trained networks. To
show the benefits of using 2D images rather than 1D signals,
we have evaluated 1D Beat-by-beat CNN network with BP
estimation in comparison to 2D Beat-by-beat CNN network.

The 1D DL network is composed of two main compo-
nents, namely, the feature extractor and the regressor. The
feature extractor is a 5-layer convolutional neural network,
while the regressor is a 3-layer fully connected. The detailed
architecture of the feature extractor and the regressor is
further illustrated in Fig. 9. In particular, the first layer is
composed of a 1-D convolutional filter with a kernel size
of 11x1 and 32 channels. Then, a batch normalization layer
is used to improve the performance and increase the train-
ing speed. In this model, we used the rectified linear unit
(ReLU) as a non-linear activation function. The subsequent
4 layers have a kernel size of 3×1with an increasing number
of channels that reaches 256 for the last layer. On the other
hand, the regressor network is mainly composed of 3 fully
connected (FC) layers with output dimensions of 256, 128,
and 1 respectively. Each FC layer is followed by ReLU as
non-linear activation and a dropout layer as a regularization
technique.

Fig. 9 The 1D deep-learning network architecture
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Table 6 Evaluation results of
1D and 2D DL Networks with
cPPG data

DL-Net SBP DBP
STD Mean STD Mean

Proposed BbB-based CNN 13.8582 10.1383 7.7160 5.4848

1D BbB-based CNN 16.8943 16.9942 8.7254 6.3644

The evaluation results are depicted in Table 6. From this
table, it can be shown that using 2D DL network outper-
forms the 1D DL network for SBP and DBP estimation in
the sense of mean and standard deviation of errors. One of
the main advantages of the 2D network is the utilization of
a pre-trained network using transfer learning, which enables
the 2D network to outperform the 1D network.

5.4 BP estimation from estimated rPPG signals

To evaluate the proposed system with the real videos, we
conducted 19 experiments that are by recording 19 digital
videos 1 minute in length each. We use a digital camera with
1980 × 1080 spatial resolution and 60 frames per second
(FPS). The distance between the subject and the camera is
about 1m. The subject is asked to sit in front of the cam-
era and not moving as possible. The room light is used as

Table 7 Evaluation results of the DL Networks for DBP using real
videos

vid # GT DBP 2D Resnet101 2D Resnet101 with
Logarithmic

1 68 68.593898 69.683993

2 79 64.459155 67.216491

3 75 68.602373 71.431188

4 82 69.513304 72.003017

5 73 61.047254 66.094239

6 71 72.809106 73.132951

7 65 65.056057 71.015176

8 77 64.349126 68.504944

9 58 62.188442 62.350533

10 52 69.605949 60.083639

11 68 57.731594 58.703457

12 68 58.409169 61.025874

13 71 69.054068 73.952834

14 69 68.247353 71.65051

15 69 61.900433 65.608894

16 77 66.277325 69.241883

17 69 61.584206 70.032854

18 83 73.645467 76.247597

19 72 65.007325 69.12037

MAE 7.706595 5.616028

STD 7.804062 6.013052

the source of light. The subjects are all members of our lab.
Simultaneously, an OMRONM2 1030 is used to measure the
BP to be used as reference values. Each video is subjected to
the prediction phase of the proposed system. Tables 7 and 8
show the results of different DL networks. This table shows
the SBP and DBP for 19 subjects including white and black
skins. The results tabulated in Tables 7 and 8 are obtained
from the first 10 seconds of each video. Each video goes
through the prediction phase of the proposed system shown
in Fig. 2. As the proposed system works on a beat-by-beat
basis, the resulting BP for the selected beats is averaged to
get one value for each SBP and DBP within the prediction
period (10 seconds) that is to reduce the processing time and
for a fair comparison with the OmronM2 readings as it takes
about 15 seconds to get a reading. Actually, it is difficult to
compare the proposed system with that of the state-of-the-
art systems in the case of real videos. This is due to many

Table 8 Evaluation results of the DL Networks for SBP using real
videos

vid # GT SBP 2D Resnet101 2D Resnet101 with
Logarithmic

1 119 123.02007 119.31379

2 127 128.22113 128.0279

3 125 119.5899 111.13243

4 127 120.1167 113.46644

5 109 121.10866 119.51879

6 113 111.69385 120.14906

7 109 115.2344 114.12664

8 109 114.48332 120.24121

9 103 107.76915 108.31242

10 99 122.12389 110.45409

11 115 127.40166 132.87297

12 110 123.25407 115.87918

13 121 114.56446 116.07251

14 118 122.48306 122.04311

15 119 133.19645 102.29696

16 121 120.2322 118.94467

17 132 133.22771 116.64305

18 125 130.90062 115.00311

19 119 114.22384 109.26411

MAE 7.052803 8.742941

STD 8.027882 10.42648
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factors including the privacy factor where it is not allowed to
share real videos. Also, preprocessing steps are not always
available with shared networks’ weights. Moreover, even the
shared DL codes refer to the public database without per-
forming the preprocessing steps. Therefore, we evaluate the
proposed systemwith our real videos for the studyof different
scenarios. Tables 7 and 8 reveal that using logarithmic labels
gives better results (lowest STD and lowest MAE) than that
using normalized values as labels in the case of SBP.While in
the case of DBP, using normalized labels gives better results
(lowest STD and lowest MAE) than that using normalized
values as logarithmic labels.

5.5 Complexity evaluation

In the context of deep learning, the complexity of a model
is often measured by the number of parameters it has and
the float point operations per second (FLOPs) required to
train and deploy the model. In general, models with a large
number of parameters require more data to train, and they
can be computationally expensive to deploy. FLOPs simply
mean the total floating point operations required for a single
forward pass. The higher the FLOPs, the slower the model
and hence low throughput.

Table 9 shows the number of parameters and FLOPS for
the deep learning models that were proposed. The number
of parameters is a measure of the model’s complexity, and
the FLOPS is a measure of the model’s computational cost.
As you can see, the number of parameters and FLOPS can
vary widely between different deep learning models. In the
case of the Resnet101 and VGG16 models, despite having
more parameters ( < 42 million and < 39 million, respec-
tively) and requiring more FLOPS to train ( < 7 billion and
< 15 billion, respectively), they achieved the best BP esti-
mation results. These results suggest that the Resnet101 and
VGG16models are more complex than the other models, but
they are also more accurate. This is likely because the addi-
tional complexity allows thesemodels to learnmore complex
relationships between the input and output data.

Table 9 Complexity evaluation for the used DL Networks

Model No. of Parameters (In Millions) FLOPs (In Millions)

2D VGG16 39.81 15.38 × 103

2D AlexNet 3.39 656.49

2D DensNet 7.06 2.87 × 103

2D MobileNet 2.35 313.05

2D Resnet101 42.71 7.84 × 103

5.6 Uncertainty and explainability

For future work and to build a reliable system, it is important
to study addition factors to overcome uncertainty situa-
tion. Uncertainty can be caused by a number of factors,
including a mismatch between training and testing data
and variances in the data acquisition systems [135, 136].
In our system, the change in light and the skin color may
need more investigations. Furthermore, to understand how
the Artificial Intelligence (AI) model makes a particular
prediction, Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) meth-
ods such as SHapley Additive exPlanation (SHAP) and
Locally Interpretable Model Agnostic Explanations (LIME)
are demanded]. XAI provides insights into AI models to aid
in the enhancement of their reliability, robustness, and per-
formance [135–138].

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a beat-to-beat BP estimation
system from facial videos. To cope with the challenge of
patients’ motion as a source of error, face tracking, and skin
segmentation are employed. The training PPGdata is cleaned
strictly. Transfer learning is applied based on thewell-trained
image deep learning networks. The 1D beat is mapped to a
2D image. The cleaning metrics are applied to the training
data and the extracted rPPG signal as well. Only the selected
(valid) beats are applied to the trained DL network to predict
BP. Also, the monitoring rate increases where the probability
of catching individually non-distorted beats is much higher
than the probability of catching a complete regular signal
(multiple beats in a successive stream). Skewness in data
distribution is adapted partially in the high BP range through
logarithmic transformation. Five deep learning networks are
tested including AlexNet, Resnet101, VGG16, MobileNet,
and DenseNet. Resnet101 network outperforms other tested
networks. Also, logarithmic labeling outperforms the origi-
nal labeling. Based on the experimental results, the proposed
system outperforms the state-of-the-art systems in the sense
of MAE and standard deviation.

The main limitation of the proposed system is the compu-
tational load and that it is still difficult to work in real-time
continuous BP monitoring. Therefore, in our current and
future work, we are focusing on how to reduce the com-
putational time of the proposed system so that it can be used
in continuous real-time BP monitoring.
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